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She's the woman who makes The Black Madonna Med, I said. I couldn't film myself, mistress bees, a portal into my mother's life. August. The body knows a lot before the mind catch up with them. I was wondering what my body knew I wasn't. The first week at Augustus was a comforting,
pure relief. The world will give you that every time, a short time break; The bell rings, and you go to your corner, where someone has mercy on your battered life. Well, said August, keep sticking with her, you know, she's really just a figurehead from an old ship, but people need comfort and
rescue, so when they looked at her, they saw Mary, and so she was taken over by The Spirit of Mary. Really, her spirit is everywhere, Lily, everywhere. Most people don't know anything about all the complicated life that's going on in the beehate. The Bees have a secret life, what we don't
know anything about. As the nature of spirituality explains, as it relates to horses, August 8 speaks the words Lily. August taught Lily all about the communities that bees keep in their beehives. Among other things, Lily learned of the importance of the female power structure in the bee
community: how a bee queen makes a whole group of companions, how to lay eggs that become every other bee in a bee, and how this bee is the mother of thousands. For Lily, who lost her mother, that sounds incredibly wonderful. Almost immediately, she is related to the stories of the
Bible, and Lily begins to think of it as the works of God and partly mary, which Augustus also interprets as a spiritual essence that is present everywhere, in everything. Together, Lily decides that Mother Mary is the mother of thousands and, in many ways, her mother. The fact that Lily is a
white girl living with black women, runaway and criminal means that her life must remain a secret with August - just like the secret life of bees that happens inside the bee. In this way, motherhood Lily believes that Mary, who offers it, is parallel to the support and love she gets since August
and her community of women, a support that is a secret to the world but nurtures and keeps her alive. The secret life they have is like lily owens' secret life. Lily finds out about the secrets of August, while we learn about Lily's secrets from her first narrative. Just as bees produce sweet
honey to which August is so attached, Lily creates a bitterly sweet story about a young girl who finds strength, love and family in unlikely circumstances. It doesn't take long for Lily to see that her preconditions about black people are racist and sniden. The cure for this, Kidd suggests, is
understanding: Lily She spent more than half an hour between boatwrights before realising as if it was the first time how wrong it was to look down on black people. (You don't have to tell me why i wouldn't come to this with Rosaleen first if Rosaleen really considers rosaleen to be a mother
figure.) This is also one of the problematic aspects of the novel, since Kidd's portrait of the issue is quite simplistic, meaning that if white supremacists had tried little of black culture, racism would have healed. Kidd chooses to deal with things on an individual level, which is important in her
own way (especially for young people like Lily) and decides not to touch on issues of structural and systemic racism. Instead, the theme of racism is a side issue for Lily's coming years. 'The hive cover is supposed to keep the bees away from leaving. The last thing they wanted was for them
to get away from them when she died. Keep it around to make sure that the dead person lives again. My eyes have widened, really? Tell her about Aristaeus, Zach said. Oh, yes, Aristaeus. Any beekeeper should know this story. . . . . Aristaeus was the first beekeepers' keeper. One day, all
his bees died, punished by the gods for something bad that Aristaeus had done. The gods told him to sacrifice the bull to show that he was sorry, and then in nine days he returned to the body and looked at him. Aristaeus did what they said, and when he came back, he saw a swarm flying
out of a dead bull. His own, reborn. He took them home in his beehives, and after that, people believed that bees had power over death. For this reason, kings in Greece have made tombs in the form of a point. She was as black as she could, curled up like a driftwood because she was out
in the weather, her face a map of all the storms and journeys she had survived. They raised her right arm as if pointing at her path, only her fingers were closed in her fist. That gave her a serious look, as if she could straighten you out if i had to. In this quote, from the beginning of Chapter 4,
Lily describes the black statue of Mary. Lily just spotted him at the Boatwright House. She still needs to learn about her importance, experience an important role in the life of Mary's daughters and understand her place in the family history of the Boatwright sisters. Instead, Lily simply
continues to viscerally react to the statue's material, color and gesture. He immediately senses that the statue is capable of looking deep into itself. She believes the statue is aware that in August and June she is jumping about where she came from and why she came to Tiburon. Although
she's afraid of the statues, Lily also connects with the Lady of chains and realizes she has special powers. These initial responses help to confuse the role of statues later, take it as the central religious artifact of the Boatwrights, for which mary's daughters pray and to which Lily goes
according to instructions. More importantly, Lily thinks the statue is the embodiment of a strong and defiant woman. So far, only Rosaleen has inspired Lily to be stronger and independent. Lily has never had any other female role model since her mother died when Lily was four and lived
isolated with T. Ray. Upon arriving in Tiburon, Lily realizes that she has the ability to act in every way she wants to be the person she has always wanted to be – and with her experience with statues and by growing into a strong, confident young woman with the help of a statue and by
wanting to. Responding to this statue in the way she does is Lily's makeover. Readers see that Lily has the ability to become a strong woman, because she is able to recognize and feel magnetically drawn against the images of such a woman. Free Study Guide for The Secret Life of Bees
by Sue Monk Kidd Previous Page | Index | Next PageDownloadable / Printable Version Edition: Penguin, 2003 1. People who think dying is the worst thing, they don't know anything about life. Lily, p.2 Lily says this at the beginning of the novel during exposure. This is an important quote
because Lily's life was badly affected by her mother's death. This statement shows that life with someone else's death can be more painful if you die. 2. Please, Lily, you insult your good intelligence. Mrs. Henry, the P.16 teacher Lily tells her that when Lily mentions that she wants to be a
hairdresser. This is an important quote because it shows that Lily's self-image is low on living with T. Ray and that faith in someone can be very strong. When mrs. Henry says that to Lily, lily believes she can be a writer and practice whenever she can. 3. The truth is, your mother ran away
and left you. T. Ray, P.39. T. Ray says this to Lily when they get out of jail. Lily is so outraged by the statement that she ran away to find out she was telling the truth. 4. But she's white, Aug. June, p.87 June says this August about Lily. When Lily makes that comment, she makes that
comment, she rages and thinks how absurd it is to be to be unreasting someone because of her skin color. This is an interesting moment in a novel, because white people don't usually experience this kind of discrimination. 5. Well, if you have a queen and a group of freelance bees that
separate from the rest of the bee and are looking for another place to live, then you've got a swarm. Aug. 93 That statement explains how Lily feels as she has split from the beehate. She moves pointlessly like bees in a swarm. 6. Our mother said she was like Mary, with her heart on the
outside of her chest. P. 97 August says this about May. This statement is typical of May's emotional personality. 7. Lily, I like you more than any girl I've ever known, but you have to understand, there are people who would kill guys like me because I'd even look at girls like you. Zach, p.135
Zach tells Lily about a possible romantic relationship between them. This comment shows how unfair racism is. Young love is usually carefree and easy. But as young teenagers, Lily and Zach need to think about the prejudices of a larger society. 8. Most people have no idea of all the
complicated life that is going on in the beehe. Bees have a secret life about what we don't know anything about -August, p.148 This quote is important because the development of a metaphor of society as a bee and bees as humans shows that humans tend to be much more complex,
which then appear on the surface. 9. Putting black clothing on to a beeh when it is for us. I'm doing this to remind us that life comes to death, and then death turns and wears on to life. August, p.206 Death as a putting into life is seen twice in this novel. The first stage is the way May's death
expires in June, to marry Nei to build their new life together. The second time is when Lily finally reconciles with her mother's death and she's free to really start her life. 10. You did it, Lily. T. Ray, p. 299 This statement appears during the novel's summit. Lily chases T. Ray and asks him if
she's responsible for Deborah's death. That Lily's after T. Ray to find out she's ready for the chance to kill her mother. Lily starts to forgive her past. Previous Page | Index | Next PageDownloadable / Printable Version The Secret Life of Bees Free BookNotes Online Book Summary
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